A fast dry interior, exterior single component polyurethane modified alkyd enamel designed for a tough, durable, gloss finish. It can be used on metal doors and frames, railings, metal buildings, structural steel, tanks, wood, interior above grade floors (note: Not to be used on surfaces where vehicles are parked). It has good gloss and color retention, is VOC compliant and can be brushed, rolled or sprayed.

**Features**
- VOC Compliant
- Fast dry
- Single component urethane
- Durable finish
- Color fast
- Interior / exterior use
- Multi surface
- Brush, roll, spray

**Multiple Uses**
- Structural steel
- Railings
- Concrete surfaces
- Wood surfaces
- Metal buildings
- Metal awnings
- Metal doors and frames
- All types of equipment
- Above grade interior floors
- Wood